
 



What is the red panda?

The red panda is basically, a red panda. They are related to 
skunks and badgers. They are very endangered. In the wild 
their habitat is used for homeland and due to poaching their 
tails are used for feather dusters.



Where do they live?
Where do Red Pandas live?.They share their habitat with the giant panda,they 
both live in the mountains of Nepal and Northern Myanmar/ Burma as well as 
china.These animals often hang around in the trees, on the other hand Giant 
Pandas spend their entire time on the ground.They sometimes climb trees.



Red Pandas diet
Red Pandas mainly eat bamboo shoots but also eat berries,blossoms and bird 
eggs.They can find all this food because they spend their entire time in the 
trees,unless they need the toilet.

Fun Fact

Red Pandas can eat up to 200,000 leaves of bamboo a day and can spend up to 13 
hours a day eating !



Are Red Pandas claws sharp?

Red Pandas have really sharp claws which can be pulled 
back like a cat, they don't have paw pads like most mammals. 
Red Pandas have fur covering the soles of their feet, which is 
believed to add extra insulation from the cold and help grip 
onto slippery, mossy branches.



How many Red Pandas are left?
There's approximately less than 10,000 Red Pandas in the wild. That might seem 
a lot but it isn't that means they are endangered. Most Red Pandas are in zoos all 
over the world.Here are some zoos that Red Pandas are from.

. Chester zoo 

.Belfast zoo

.Marwell zoo

And alot more.



Red Pandas babies 
Red panda babies are called cubs.The cubs eyes and ears are sealed shut for 2 
to 3 weeks of age.They will be nursed by their mum for around 13 to 22 weeks. 
The cubs will stay with their mother in their birthing place for around 90 days and 
they will reach maturity at 18 to 20 months. Mothers carry their babies in their 
mouth, by the scruff of their necks.



What Predators harm Red Pandas?

Red Pandas have many Predators in the wild! Here are some 
of them.

. Snow leopards

. Martens

. Birds of prey

. Small Carnivores



Picture time!



Hope you enjoyed my Powerpoint!

Any Questions?


